Emirates Quality Mark Certification

NSF International has been selected to provide auditing and testing for the Emirates Quality Mark Certification of Bottled Drinking Water and Natural Mineral Water by the Emirates Standard Metrology Authority (ESMA) in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). This certification is mandatory for bottled water product acceptance in the UAE regardless of whether the products are produced locally or internationally.

The Emirates Quality Mark verifies that your products are compliant with the relevant UAE/GSO standards and are manufactured in a way that implements an effective Food Safety Management System to ensure continuous compliance.

These products must be certified:
> Bottled water
> Natural mineral water
> Packaged ice

This certification verifies:
> Source water visit
> Review of documents and records
> Facility inspection
> Label Review

Contact us today to learn more about this certification!
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Emirates Quality Mark Certification

NSF International is a global independent public health and safety organization that has been providing auditing, testing and certification to bottlers, retailers, associations, regulators and consumers for over 30 years across more than 60 countries. Every year we provide over 800 bottle water audits around the world.

The NSF Beverage Quality Program was founded on globally-accepted requirements to provide bottlers with the world’s best auditing, testing, training, label verification, ingredient registration, and independent certification to help beverage and packaged ice products stand out in this crowded marketplace.

NSF offers complementary certifications for bottled water products, such as:

> SQF
> BRC
> FSSC 22000
> IFS
> ISO 9001
> ISO 14001

NSF is the only beverage quality service provider that is a PAHO/WHO Collaborating Center on Food Safety, Water Quality and Indoor Environment.